Qhignac Spiders
(Minor NPC)
Qhignac Spiders are eight-limbed quasi-mammalian carnivores. Their origin
world is not known but they are found throughout the Galaxy. Although spread
widely by a mysterious Ancient race, their range was increased considerably by
colonists, as a means of biological pest control. Massing between 250 and 500g,
they average 15cm in length.
Traits: Qhignac Spiders,
Attributes
Control
1

Daring
4

Fitness
1

Conn
--

Security
3

Insight
9

Presence
1

Reason
1

Disciplines
Command

--

Engineering
5

Science
--

Medicine

--

Focuses: Pouncer (Carnivore), Stealth, Web design.

Values: Sleep, breed, eat, repeat.

Stress: 4

Resistance: 0

Attacks:
4
0
0
0

A Bite (Melee, Piercing 1, Venom)
A
A
A

Special Rules
For reasons not completely understood, they evolved from a 4-limbed form. Each
limb evolved into 2, the upper portions shortening almost into non-existence. Their
silk is excreted by glands in the upper chest area, which is hairless to prevent
tangling. Two modified "thumbs" are used to draw the silk from the glands &
manipulate the web. The silk produced is adhesive only when excreted, drying
rapidly as a thick rope. Webs woven are coarse networks which signal the existence
& location of prey. The powerful hind legs are adapted to leaping & the remaining
limbs are used for clinging to the prey while the poison (from 2 glands in the mouth)
is injected into the prey. They are hermaphroditic. Young are born live at any season,
in litters of 3 to 5. Since most of their "milk" glands have evolved into silk producing
organs, the springers supplement their cubs' diet with regurgitated, partially-digested
food. They normally inhabit caves, dense forests & rock crevices, but can be found
inhabiting piles of rubble & deserted buildings. They are not normally dangerous to
humanoids but the bite can be painful, & the venom can cause death due to an
allergic reaction in some individuals [4 Effects required for this to occur].
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